
August 28, 1996

TO: File

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld

SU13JECT: 1996 GOP Convention

At the Shakespeare Festival I spoke with about 40 of Ken Adelman's friends on
the subject of the GOP convention in San Diego.

When asked, what has changed since I attended previous conventions, I said that I
had started going to conventions in 1960, and attended every one since, except for
the 1988 and 1992 Bush conventions.

What struck me about Washington, DC and the entire political process, including
the convention, were two things in particular.

First, politicians have seemingly stopped being "politicians" in the sense I
remembered. They are now "media stars" and the media are "stars" as well.
Being a media star takes time and a certain set of skills. It requires a certain
attitude. Their priorities are totally different than they used to be. Today they are
busy putting on makeup, selecting wardrobes, and being moved by their handlers
from media event to media event, stopping to talk to admirers and well-wishers
who have seen them on television. They behave like rock stars. They have little
time left for being politicians. As a matter of fact, people who want to be
politicians in the earlier sense probably don't go into politics today. People who
want to be media stars are probably the ones going into politics. It represents a
significant change.

After one of the sessions at the convention, I was walking back to the hotel with
Bill Satire and his wife. Bill was a Nixon speech writer when I was in Nixon's
Cabinet. He must have been stopped four times in two blocks by people who have
seen him on television. As a Chicago businessman, needless to say, I wasn't
stopped.

Second, because politicians are now media stars and no longer have time to be
politicians, their staffs have become enormously (excessively) powerful and
influential. They have also become much more numerous. What is happening is
that these young people come to Washington, DC never having worked anywhere.
Most of them are lawyers. They become the powers in the nation's legislative and
political process.
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During the development of the economic plan, I was interested to find that when
someone said what does Senator Pete Domenici, for example, think about
something, the response always was to call Billy. Apparently, someone named Bill
Hoagland works for Domenici. People didn't call Domenici, they called his aide,
because they said Domeniciwon't "think" something until he's discussed it with
Hoagland.

My friend Vin Weber knows the name of the key staff people of most everyone in
Congress. That network is now how things get done. Back in the 1950s and
i 960s, that wasn't the case. People dealt directly with the politicians. Their staffs
functioned as staffs.

Today the staff function as the politicians, with little or no background to do so,
and with no relationship with the politician' s constituencies, and little or no
understanding of how the American economy and snciety functions. And the
politicians function as media stars.
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